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SMALE FLOWS ON THE THREE-SPHERE
KETTY DE REZENDE
ABSTRACT. In this paper, a complete classification of Smale flows on S3 is
obtained. This classification is presented by means of establishing a concise set
of properties that must be satisfied by an (abstract) Lyapunov graph associated
to a Smale flow and a Lyapunov function. We show that these properties are
necessary, that is, given a Smale flow and a Lyapunov function, its Lyapunov
graph satisfies this set of properties.
We also show that these properties are
sufficient, that is, given an abstract Lyapunov graph V satisfying this set of
properties, it is possible to realize a Smale flow on S3 that has a graph L
as its Lyapunov graph where L is equal to V up to topological equivalence.

The techniques employed in proving that the conditions imposed on the graph
are necessary involve some use of homology theory. Geometrical methods are
used to construct the flow on S3 associated to the given graph and therefore
establish the sufficiency of the above conditions.
The main theorem in this
paper generalizes a result of Franks [8] who classified nonsingular Smale flows
onS3.

1. Introduction.
The qualitative study of a class of dynamical systems consists
in firstdescribing geometrically the behavior of the flow on the basic sets where
ultimately the dynamics of the system is concentrated. Secondly, in describing the
disposition of the basic sets on the manifold.
In this context, the Lyapunov graph becomes a useful tool since it gives a global
picture of how the basic sets are situated on the manifold.

DEFINITION 1.1.

A Lyapunov graph L for a flow 4>t:M —*M and a Lyapunov

function f:M —»R is obtained by taking the quotient complex of M by identifying
to a point each component of a level set of f.
Each vertex corresponds to a critical level of /, i.e., to a basic set of <bt. Each
edge corresponds to a component of the inverse image of / of an open interval. This
component is diffeomorphic to N x (0,1) where TVis a codimension one submanifold

of M. Each edge is labelled with the genus of N.
In order to construct examples of flows that satisfy certain dynamical data, it is
useful to record such data on an abstract Lyapunov graph.
DEFINITION 1.2. An abstract Lyapunov graph is a finite connected oriented
graph L which possesses no oriented cycles and with each vertex labelled with a
chain recurrent flow on a compact space. Each edge will be labelled with a nonnegative integer g, which we refer to as the weight on the edge.
The dominating theme throughout this paper is the realization of an abstract
Lyapunov graph. In other words, given an abstract Lyapunov graph and a manifold
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M we wish to construct a flow on M that has a Lyapunov graph L' topologically
equivalent to L. Alongside the realization problem it is equally important and
interesting to determine properties that a Lyapunov graph associated to a flow and
a Lyapunov function satisfy.
Our approach to the realization problem is to construct a flow on a submanifold of
M which possesses only one basic set. This flow will realize the part of L consisting
of a vertex v and its e+ entering edges and e~ exiting edges. This submanifold will
have e+ boundary components where the flow enters, e~ boundary components
where the flow exits and will satisfy all additional requirements that the graph
imposes. The last step will consist of gluing these submanifolds to obtain M and a

smooth flow on M.
In this paper we are dealing with Smale flows which by definition have all basic
sets of dimension < 1. Basic sets of dimension equal to one are fully understood in
terms of shift maps by the following classification theorem due to Bowen [3] :

THEOREM 1.3.

If 4>t is a flow with hyperbolic chain recurrent set and A is

a one-dimensional
basic set, then 4>t restricted to A is topologically equivalent to
the suspension of a basic subshift of finite type (i.e., a subshift associated to an
irreducible matrix).

This theorem enables us to label the vertices of the (abstract) Lyapunov graph
that represent the one-dimensional basic sets of a Smale flow with the suspension
of a subshift of finite type cr(A). For simplicity we will label the vertex with the
nonnegative integer irreducible matrix A.
The question of the realization of the suspension of a basic subshift of finite type
as a one-dimensional basic set on a given manifold was settled by Williams [13] for
manifolds of dimension > 4:
THEOREM 1.4. The suspension of any basic subshift of finite type is topologically equivalent to a basic set of some Smale flow on any m-manifold,
m > 4.

A sharper result was later obtained by Pugh and Shub [9] for m > 3.
Our problem is of a more global nature since it involves the realization of a
Lyapunov graph which is labelled with a collection of suspensions of subshifts of
finite type together with a collection of singularities as a Smale flow on an m-

manifold.
I would like to thank several people for helpful conversations, in particular my
thesis adviser John Franks who suggested the problem and the referee who read
the paper in great detail and made several good suggestions.
2. Preliminaries.
For a more detailed account of the following material we refer
the reader to the book written by J. Franks, Homology and Dynamical Systems [7].
Recall that for a flow 4>t on M, a point x E M is a chain recurrent point if for
any e > 0 there exists an e-chain from x to x, that is, if there exists xi = x, x2,...,
xn = x and real numbers t(i) > 0 such that d(<f>t^(xi),Xi+i) < e for 1 < i < n.
The set of chain recurrent points will be called the chain recurrent set and will be

denoted by R or R(4>t)The importance of considering the chain recurrent set for a continuous flow <j>t
is reflected by a theorem of Conley [6] which guarantees the existence of a function
that decreases along the orbit of x & R{(bt) and is constant for x,y E R(4>t) provided
there is an e-chain from x to y.
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If <j)tis a continuous flow on M then there exists a continuous

function g: M —*R such that:

(1) Ifx<jÉR{<bt)then g(<t>t(x))< g(<f>s(x))for t > s.
(2) If x,y E R(<t>t)then g(x) = g(y) if and only if for e > 0,3 points
xi = x,x2,...

,xn

= y, xn.\-i,...

,x2n = x in R(d>t) and real numbers t(i)

> 0

such that d(<j)t(ï)(xi),Xi+i) < e for 1 < i < 2n.
A Lyapunov function is a function g: M —►
R that satisfies (1) and (2) above.
Before we define Smale flow we need the following definitions.
DEFINITION 2.2. The chain recurrent set R has hyperbolic structure provided
that the tangent bundle restricted to R, TrM is the Whitney sum of three bundles
EU®ES(BEC,

where Ec is spanned by the vector field generating <j>tand 3 constants

C > 1 and a > 0 such that:
(1)

\\D4>t(v)\\<Ce-at\\v\\

forvEE8

andt>0,

(2)

\\D(bt(v)\\ > C-1eat||c,||

for v E Eu and t > 0.

An important consequence of the hyperbolic structure
R is Smale's Spectral Decomposition Theorem [12]:

of the chain recurrent set

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that the chain recurrent set R of a flow on a compact
manifold (pt'-M —>M has a hyperbolic structure. Then R is a finite disjoint union

of basic sets Ai, A2,. • •, A„.
A basic set A is a compact invariant set that contains a point whose forward
orbit is dense in A. The index of a basic set A is the fiber dimension of the bundle
Jpu.\
£>
|a-

The existence of a smooth Lyapunov function for a flow 4>timplies the existence of
a filtration associated to it. If 4>t:M —►
M is a flow with hyperbolic chain recurrent
set and {A¿}™=1are its basic sets then a filtration associated to cbt is a collection of

compact submanifolds M0 C Mi c • • • C Mn = M such that 0t(M,-) C intM¿, for

all t > 0 and A¿- |X-œ M^i - JW<_i).
An important notion is that of the transversality of the unstable manifold at
x with the stable manifold at y for all x,y in the hyperbolic chain recurrent set
R. This is known as the transversality condition and is a necessary condition for
structural stability.

DEFINITION 2.4.

A smooth flow <j>t:M—>M on a compact manifold is called

a Smale flow if:
(1) the chain recurrent

set R has hyperbolic structure;

(2) the dim R < 1;
(3) 4>t satisfies the transversality condition.
Symbolic Dynamics has played a major role in the study of structurally stable dynamical systems. Let us recall some definitions that we will use frequently
throughout this paper.
Let AnXn be a nonnegative integer matrix. Form a graph G with n vertices
and aij oriented edges going from vertex i to vertex j. Let E = {e¿} be the set of
edges. Let Ez be the space of sequences of elements of E indexed by Z. Define
T.A C Ez by: e = (... e_i, eo, ei ...) E Ea provided that for each i'eZ the oriented
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edge ei ends at the vertex of G where e¿+i begins. Define a shift homeomorphism
a: Ez -» Ez by o(e) = / where /¿ = e¿_,.

DEFINITION 2.5.
shift homeomorphism

A subshift of finite type associated to a matrix Anxn is the
defined above restricted to E^, <r|E = <x(A) : E,* —>E^.

DEFINITION 2.6.

The suspension flow of the subshift of finite type (the suspen-

sion of the subshift of finite type) is defined on the space Xa = Ea x R/[(x, s +1) ~
(o(x),s)] and the flow <f>ton Xa is defined by <f>t(x,s) = (x,s +■t).
If A and B are nonnegative integer matrices they are flow equivalent provided
the suspension flows of the subshifts of finite type o(A) and o(B) are topologically
equivalent.
We will be interested in matrices that are associated to subshifts of finite type
and by Theorem 1.3, irreducibility is a necessary condition. A nonnegative nxn
integer matrix is called irreducible provided that for each 1 < i,j < n there is a

k > 0 with (Ak)ij ¿ 0.
Let us recall a few elementary definitions from Graph Theory. For a more detailed account on the subject the reader is referred to [2].
A graph G(V, E) is an ordered pair of disjoint sets (V, E) such that E c V x V.
The elements of V are called vertices and those of E are called edges. Given an
edge e = {u,v} E E, we say that u and v are adjacent and that e is incident on u
and v. The degree of a vertex u E V is the number of edges incident on u. A tree
is a cycle free connected graph.
A graph G(V, E) is said to be oriented if its edges are ordered pairs. An ordered
pair (u,v) E E is called a directed edge from u to v. We also say that the edge
e = (u, v) is an incoming edge of v and is an outgoing edge of u. The indegree of a
vertex u is the number of incoming edges of u and the outdegree of u is the number
of outgoing edges of u. Given an oriented graph G(V, E) we refer to the underlying
graph of G as being the graph G(V,E) where the elements of the edge set E are
regarded as unordered pairs of vertices.
Two graphs G(V, E) and G'(V',E')
are said to be isomorphic if 3 a bijection
4>: V —*V that preserves adjacency relations, that is, Vv,w E V, {(b(v),<j)(w)} E
E' o {v,w} EE.
We will now define topological equivalence between two graphs.

DEFINITION 2.7.

LetG(V,E)

andG'(V',E')

be abstract Lyapunov graphs with

nonnegative integer weight functions w and w', respectively, associated to their
edges, i.e., w.E—'
Z+ and w':E' —> Z+. We say that G and G' are topologi-

cally equivalent if the following hold:
(1) There is a weight preserving isomorphism 4>between G(V,E) and G'(V',E');
that is, w(u,v) — w'(<¡>(u),<b(v)).
(2) The chain recurrent flow that v is labelled with is topologically equivalent to
the chain recurrent flow that 4>(v) is labelled with.
In proving that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are sufficient we will be involved
in gluing a collection of handlebodies in order to build up S3. A handlebody is any
space obtained from the 3-ball D3 by attaching g distinct copies of D2 x [—1,1]
with homeomorphisms
throwing the 2g disks D2 X ±1 onto 2g disjoint, 2-disks on
dD3 (all to be done in such a way that the resulting 3-manifold is orientable). The
integer g is called the genus. A subset X C Y is said to be collared (in Y) if there
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Figure 2.1
exists an embedding b: X x [0, l]-»y

such that b(x, 0) = x Va: E X. The image of

b is the collar [10].
Given a handlebody M, we will define a collared handlebody M to be M union
a collaring of dM (this should not be confused with a collaring of the handlebody

M).
We will also need to define the concept of round handles [1].

DEFINITION 2.8.

Let Ci and C2 be solid concentric cylinders with C2 C Ci.

A round handle R is a 3-manifold homeomorphic to Ci — C2 containing a saddle
type periodic orbit of period equal to one and with a flow defined on R as follows:
the flow enters on two disjoint boundary components of R homeomorphic to annuli
and exits on two other disjoint boundary components also homeomorphic to annuli.

See Figure 2.1.
We will now describe some ways in which to glue a round handle R to collared
handlebodies. Let A and B be the two annuli of R where the flow exits and consider
handlebodies Mj and M2 and the respective collared handlebodies Mi and M2.
Let p be the genus of Mi and q be the genus of M2. The collar M¿ — M¿ is
diffeomorphic to dM x [0, 6). On this collar, the vector field tangent to the flow
corresponds to J¿, where t is the coordinate on [0,6). The flow enters through <9M¿

and exits on dMt,

i = 1,2. Let X = (M2 - M2) UfiU (Mi - Mi).

The round handle R will be called a connecting invariant handle when the annuli A and B are glued onto annuli A' and B' on dMi and <9M2 respectively.
Furthermore, A' must contain a separating curve of ¿5Mi and similarly B'. Notice that d (Mi U R U M2) has two components that correspond to the entering
boundary of X. Both components will be 2-manifolds of genus r and s such that

r + s = p + q. Notice that the sum of the genera of the components of the exiting
boundary of X remains the same for the components of the entering boundary of

X. (See Figure 2.2.)
The round handle R will be called a connecting decreasing handle when annulus
A is glued onto an annulus A' on 9Mi where A' must contain a nonseparating
curve of dMi. Also, annulus B must be glued onto annulus B' on <9M2 where B'
must contain a homotopically trivial curve of <9M2. Notice that d(Mi U R U M2)
has one boundary component of genus p + q—l, which corresponds to the entering
boundary of X. Therefore, the sum of the genera of the components of the exiting
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Figure 2.2

Figure 2.3

Figure
boundary

2.4

is decreased by one for the genus of the entering

boundary

of X.

(See

Figure 2.3.)
It will also be of interest to consider gluing the round handle R to a collared
handlebody of genus p. Define a flow on M - M that enters on dM. and exits on

dM. Let X = ÄU(M-M).
The round handle R will be called an invariant handle if the annulus A is glued
onto an annulus A' on 3M which contains a nonseparating curve. Also, the annulus
B must be glued onto an annulus B' C <9M which is homotopically trivial. Note
that the entering boundary of X, i.e., 9(M U R), remains with the same genus as
the exiting boundary of X, i.e., dM. (See Figure 2.4.)
A nilpotent handle is homeomorphic to D1 x D1 x D1 and contains no chain
recurrent point. This handle is embedded in the collar of a handlebody M i.e., in
M —M. Define the flow on the nilpotent handle to be the same as the flow on the
collars, so there is no problem in the resulting flow due to the embedding.
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3. Main result. We will characterize necessary and sufficient conditions that
should be imposed on a Lyapunov graph so that it is associated to a Smale flow
on S3. This problem in such a general setting was first studied by Franks for
nonsingular Smale flows on S3. He characterized necessary and sufficient conditions
on a Lyapunov graph associated to a nonsingular Smale flow on S3. The following
result is a generalization of a theorem obtained by Franks in [8].
THEOREM 3.1. Given an abstract Lyapunov graph L whose sink (source) vertices are each labelled with an attracting (repelling) periodic orbit or an index 0
(index 3) singularity, then L is associated with a Smale flow 0t and a Lyapunov
function f on S3 if and only if the following conditions hold:
(1) The underlying graph L is a tree with exactly one edge attached to each sink
or source vertex.
(2) If a vertex is labelled with a singularity of index 2 (index 1) then 1 < e+ < 2

and e~ = 1 (e+ = 1 and 1 < e~ < 2).
// a vertex is labelled with a suspension of a subshift of finite type and Amxm is
the nonnegative integer matrix representing this subshift, then

e+ > 0,

e~ > 0,

k + 1 - G~ < e+ < k + 1, with G~ = E g~ and
i=l
e+

k + 1 - C7+< e~ < k + 1, withG+ = E 9?
3= 1

where k = dimker((7 - B):F2m -> F2nz),F2 = Z/2 and b%j= a¿ímod2,

e+ (e") is

the number of incoming (outgoing) edges of the vertex and g~]~(g~) is the weight on
an incoming (outgoing) edge of the vertex.
(3) All vertices must satisfy the Poincaré-Hopf condition, i. e., for a vertex labelled
with a singularity of index r, the condition is

(-i)r=«+-«--Etf+E<r
and for a vertex labelled with a suspension
orbit, the condition is

of a subshift of finite type or a periodic

o= e+-e"-E^+ + E^4. Proof of the necessity
of the conditions.
Given a Smale flow <j>ton S3
with Lyapunov function g: S3 —>R we wish to show that the Lyapunov graph L
satisfies conditions 1, 2 and 3 of Theorem 3.1.
The fact that L is a tree follows from a result in [8]:

PROPOSITION 4.1.

Let M be a compact oriented manifold.

Suppose that

(¡>t-M —> M is a smooth flow and g: M —+ R is a Lyapunov function
associated finite graph L. If Hi(M;Q)
= 0 then L is a tree.

with an

We now proceed to prove the bounds on the indegree and outdegree of a given
vertex. The methods employed here are also used in [8]. Homology theory plays
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an important role at this point. The main idea in this proof is the analysis of the
dimensions of the homology groups of a pair (X,Y) where X and Y are obtained
from a filtration associated to <j>t-(Note that X and Y are not necessarily part of
a filtration associated to <bt.)
Let A be a basic set of 4>t and c = g(K) where g is the Lyapunov function.
Choose e > 0 sufficiently small so that c is the only critical value in [c —e,c + e].
Let Xq = ¡7_1(—oo, c-r-e], Yo = 9~1(—oo,c —e] and Z be the component of An —Fn
which contains A. Now, let Y be the union of the components of S3 — (dZ n Yq)
which do not contain A and X = Y U Z. Hence X — Y is a neighborhood of A
whose boundary consists of surfaces. The flow exits on e~ surfaces and enters on
e+ surfaces each of genus g~ and g^ respectively. Thus, Y has e~ components F¿

each bounded by a surface of genus g~. Consequently,

each F¿ has the homology

of a handlebody.
Consider the exact homology sequence for the pair (X, Y):

H2(Y) -> H2(X) -„

H2(X,Y) ->« Hi(Y)

-„ Hi(X) - Hi(X,Y) - H0(Y) -+a Ho(X) - 0.
In this general setting, we will proceed to compute the dimensions of some of the
homology groups above for different basic sets. We remark that we will be using
field coefficients F. For this we will invoke the Alexander Duality Theorem:

THEOREM 4.2.

Let A be a compact submanifold of Sn. Then

Hq (A) ~ /7„-,_ i (Sn - A)
(where H„ denotes

¡or all q < n

reduced homology).

Let us begin by considering the case where A is taken to be a singularity. We
remark that locally around a singularity p we may assume that <j)tis gradient-like
with respect to the Lyapunov function g (see [11]). As a corollary of Proposition 2.6
in [7] we obtain the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.3.
The manifolds

W = Y0C
-(ZöC)

The manifoldXo

has YqUW"(p)

we are considering

as a strong deformation

retract.

are X = X0 U W and Y = Y0 U W_ where

and C is the union of the submanifolds which intersect (XfcndZ).

Yq denotes the complement

of Fn-

PROPOSITION4.4. If p is a singularity of index k of the Smale flow <f>tand X
and Y are defined as above, then

where F is a field.
PROOF. Since X has Y U W"(p) as a strong deformation

retract,

/yi(x,y;F)^//i(yuiy£u(p),y;F).
By excision,

Ht(YuW^(p),Y;F)cHl(W^(p),dW^(p):F):,i[l

J ¡= £

Q.E.D.
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If A is a source, by Proposition 4.4 Hi(X,Y) = 0. Therefore, the map a:Ho(Y)
—^H0(X) is an isomorphism. Consequently 1 = dimH0(X) = dimH0(Y) = e~.
Similarly if A is a sink, by reversing the flow one obtains that e+ = 1.
Now let us consider A to be a singularity of index 2. Since each Y¿ has the

homology of a handlebody, this implies that H2(Yi) =0. Consequently, H2(Y) = 0
since Y = |J F- By the Alexander Duality Theorem H2(X) ~ H0(S3 - X) which
implies that the dimensions of the two groups are equal. Also, dimH2(X)
=
dimHo(S3 — X) = e+ — 1 since S3 — X has e+ components.
In view of the
fact that we are using field coefficients, dimH2(X) = dimH2(X).
Note that by
Proposition 4.4 we have that dimH2(X, Y) = 1.
By the preceding remarks, namely that H2(Y) = 0 and by exactness, it follows that the map ß:H2(X) —>H2(X,Y) is injective and therefore dimii2(X)
=

e+-l<dimr72(X,Y)

= l.

Using Proposition 4.4 once more, we obtain that dimrï1(A', Y) = 0. This means
that the map a:Ho(X) —* Ho(Y) is an isomorphism which implies that e~ =

dimr7o(y) = dimi/oPO = 1. This establishes the desired bounds 1 < e+ < 2 and
e~ = 1. We remark that by reversing the flow on Z of an index 2 singularity one
obtains the bounds for an index 1 singularity.
Let us now turn to the case where A is a one-dimensional basic set which is either
a saddle type periodic orbit or a suspension of a subshift of finite type. To this end
we state the following result due to Bowen and Franks [4]:

THEOREM 4.5.
an n x n structure

If <¡>tis a Smale flow with associated filtration {Mj} and B is
matrix for the basic set Aj of index u then

íirfc(M¡,M¿_i;F)=0
Hu(Mt,M^i;F)
Hu+i(Ml,Ml^i;F)

ifk¿u,u
= Fn/(I

=ker((I

+ l,

- B)Fn,
- B) onFn)

for any abelian group F.

LEMMA 4.6. Let X0, Yo, X and Y be as defined above. Then r72(Ao, Y0) 2;
H2(X,Y).
PROOF. By excising U = X n Xq where X%>is the complement

of X0, we have

that
H2(X, Y) ~ H2(X -U,Y-U)
Since Yo is a strong deformation

= H2(X0, Y - U).

retract of Y — U this implies that

H2(X,Y) ^ H2(Xo,Y0).

Q.E.D.

By Lemma 4.6, dimH2(X,Y) —dim.r72(Ao, Yo). Using Theorem 4.5 we obtain
that dimH2(X, Y) = k. The dimensions of H2(X) and of H2(Y) which are e~ —1
and 0 respectively, are obtained by the exact same arguments provided above.
In view of these computations and by exactness of the long exact sequence we
conclude that the map ß: H2(X) —♦H2(X, Y) is injective. This implies the following

inequality: e+ - 1 = dimH2(X) < H2(X,Y) = k. Therefore e+ < k + 1. We will
now prove that e+ > k + 1 - G~ by showing that 0 < dim Im n —G~ - k + e+ - I.
Note that since dim ker ß = 0,
dim Im ß = dimH2(X)

- dim ker ß = e+ - 1.
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By exactness dim ker ó = dim Im ß. Hence:

dim Im 6 = dimH2(X, Y) - dim ker 6 = k - (e+ - 1).
We also have by exactness that dim ker n = dim Im 6. This finally implies that

dim Im n = dimHi(Y) —dim ker?? = G~ —(k —e+ + 1).
The upper bound for e~ is obtained by reversing the flow which interchanges
the roles of e+ and e~. It also changes the matrix from A to A* but this leaves
k invariant. The lower bound for e~ will follow from the Poincaré-Hopf formula
which we will discuss subsequently. This formula asserts that: G+ +e~ = G~ +e+.

This implies that G+ + e~ —k —1 = G~ +e+-A:-l>0
bound.

giving us the desired

We will now prove the Poincaré-Hopf condition for a given vertex v. It will
provide us with restrictions on the sum of the weights of the incoming and outgoing
edges of the vertex v. We are able to proceed via the Poincaré-Hopf formula:
THEOREM 4.7.

Suppose <bt is a smooth flow on an odd-dimensional

manifold

M exiting through dM~ and entering on dM+, where dM = dM+ U dM~.
¿~2lp = 2(x(dM+)

—x(dM~))

Then

where the summation is taken over all singularities

in M, Ip is the index of the singularity

p and \ denotes the Euler characteristic.

PROOF. The standard Poincaré-Hopf formula asserts that JZIP = x(M, dM~).
By the exact sequence of the pair (M, dM~) we have that x(M, dM~) = x(M) x(dM~). Consider two copies of M and glue them along their boundaries identifying corresponding boundary points. The manifold D obtained in this form is called
the double of M. Since D is an odd-dimensional compact oriented manifold without

boundary the x(D) = 0. Also x(D) = 2X(M) - x(dM). Thus, x(M) = \x(dM).
Therefore, by the previous remarks

E h = X(M) - x(dM-) = \X(dM) - X(dM~)
= \(x(dM+)-X(dM-)).

Q.E.D.

Let us choose Z as defined previously to be the 3-manifold in the theorem above.
Recall, that by definition, Z has only one basic set.
If the basic set in Z is a source, by the formula we obtain

(-l)3

= -iX(^-).

Since there is only one exiting boundary

component

of genus g~ we have that

2 = 2 —2g~ which implies g~ = 0.
Similar computations hold for a sink.
If the basic set in Z is an index 2 singularity,

the Poincaré-Hopf

that

(-l)2 = E(l-ff+)-E(l-0r),
j=l
e~

i=l
e+

E^-E^+
i=i

3=i

= 1+e"-e+-

i.e.,

formula implies
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In conjunction with the previous bounds we have obtained for the degree of v, the
above expression reduces to the following two cases:

(a) gl — g\ + g2 when e+ = 2 and e" = 1;

(b) g\~ = 1 + g~l when e+ = e~ = 1.
Similar computations hold for an index one singularity.
Let the basic set in Z be an attracting periodic orbit. Hence, Z has only one
entering boundary component.
Since there are no singularities in Z, YI^p = 0Thus, the Poincaré-Hopf formula reduces to 0 = ^x(dZ+).
This implies that g+
must be equal to one.
Now, let Z contain a one-dimensional basic set which is either the suspension
of a subshift of finite type or a saddle type periodic orbit. As before, we have
that ¿~2IP = 0. It is readily seen that the Poincaré-Hopf formula implies that

E¡=i 9¡~- Ey=i 9j =e~ -e+.
5. Basic blocks. Given an abstract Lyapunov graph L that satisfies conditions
1, 2 and 3 of Theorem 3.1 we wish to produce a Smale flow on S3 with an associated
Lyapunov function that has a Lyapunov graph V topologically equivalent to L.
The scheme will be to realize the dynamics that each vertex v is labelled with,
on a submanifold of S3 with boundary. The submanifold X must possess only one
basic set, namely the one that v is labelled with. Also, the flow will enter (exit)
X through e+ (e~) boundary components {dX^}e3=l ({dX~}ei=1) of X, where e+
(e~) is the number of incoming (outgoing) edges of v. Furthermore, each boundary
component dXf (dX~) which is a 2-manifold must have genus g^ (g~) where gf
(g~~) are the weights on the incoming (outgoing) edges of v. Ultimately, we will glue
all boundary components of the submanifolds of S3 that we will have constructed
obeying the orientations prescribed by the graph. The gluing must be done so that
we end up with S3 and furthermore with a smooth flow defined on it.
Let H = (Jhi be a finite set of disjoint 1-handles, i.e., each hi is an embedded
copy of D1 x D1, where D1 = [—1,1]. If a; is a point of D1 x p C hi, p E D1,
denote the interval D1 x p by W^(x). If x E q x D1 C h¡, q E D1, denote q E D1

by Wf{x).
Definition

5.1.

The diffeomorphism

f is hyperbolic

with respect to the set of

handles H provided

(1) if x E hi, f(x) E hj then intf(W?(x)) D Wf(f(x)) and f(W?(x)) C
intWf(f(x)) and
(2) ifxE hi, f(x) EH andvE

Tx(W?(x)), w E Tx(W?(x)) then

\\df(v)\\ < X\\v\\ and
\\df(w)\\ > A_1|H| for some \E (0,1)
where || || is the standard metric on D1 x D1.
From here one can see that A = f]neZ fn(H)

has a hyperbolic

structure

and

that if x E A then W?{x) C Wu(x) and wf(x) C Ws(x).
We refer to H as a hyperbolic handle set.
Definition
5.2. The geometric intersection matrix G corresponding to f and
the hyperbolic handle set H is defined byGij = number of components of hi<lf(hj)
(equivalently we can define Gi3 = number of points of intersection ofWf(y) with

f(Wf(x)) for any y Ehi,xE hj).
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We will now proceed to construct

de rezende
these submanifolds

of S3 which we will refer

to as basic blocks [8].
DEFINITION 5.3. A basic block for a one-dimensional basic set A of a Smale
flow 4>on M and a Lyapunov function g: M —►
R with g(A) = c is the component of
X = g~l ([c —e, c + e]) which contains A, where e > 0 is chosen so that X contains
no other basic set and
(1) There exists (not necessarily connected) codimension one submanifolds with
boundary U and V in X with U CV, where V is everywhere transverse to the flow.
(2) The first return map r:U —>intU is a well defined smooth map and there is
a hyperbolic handle set H C int U with every orbit of A intersecting H and every

hi C H intersecting A.
(3) IfxEH but r(x) & H then cj)t(x)il H = 0 Vi > 0 and g((pt0(x)) = c - e for
some to > 0. Likewise, if x E H but r~1(x) £ H then 4>t(x)D H = 0 Vi < 0 and
g(<t>t0(x))= c + e for some t0 < 0.
A basic block for a zero-dimensional basic set is a submanifold of S3 with boundary which will be required to contain the singularity and no other chain recurrent
point. Furthermore the flow must be transverse to the boundary.
Our goal is to construct a basic block realizing the dynamics with which the
vertex v is labelled. The number of incoming (outgoing) edges of v will be the
number of boundary components of the basic block in which the flow enters (exits).
Furthermore the genera of the boundary components correspond to the weights on
the incoming (outgoing) edges of v.

6. Constructing
basic blocks for singularities.
Given an abstract Lyapunov graph L with a vertex v labelled with a singularity of index zero (a sink),
condition 1 of Theorem 3.1 implies that there is only one incoming edge on v, i.e.,
e+ — 1 and condition 3 implies that its weight g+ is zero. Therefore, we would
like to construct a basic block X for a sink which has one boundary component of
genus zero. The obvious choice for X is the 3-ball (or 3-disk) D3 of R3 defined by
||x|| < 1 where || || is the euclidean norm. The sink is placed in the geometric center
of D3 and the flow will be pointing transversely inward on the boundary which is
homeomorphic to S2. The construction of a basic block for a singularity of index
3 (a source) is obtained by reversing the flow on the basic block for a sink.
If the vertex v is labelled with a singularity of index 2, condition 2 of the theorem
asserts that there are two possibilities for the degrees of v:
(a) e+ = 2 and e~ = 1 or

(b) e+ = e" = 1.
The Poincaré-Hopf condition implies in case (a) that if the incoming edges have
weights p and q, the outgoing edge must have weight p + q. In case (b) if the
incoming edge has weight p, the outgoing edge must have weight p + 1.
In order to construct the two possible types of basic blocks for the singularity of
index 2, we will first consider a flow on a solid cylinder C — D2 x [0,1] as follows:
place the index 2 singularity in the geometric center of C in such a way that the flow
will enter the cylinder C through the two boundary components homeomorphic to
D2 and will exit elsewhere as in Figure 6.1.
To construct a basic block satisfying the requirements in case (a), consider two
handlebodies Mi and M2 of genus p and q respectively. Let Mi and M2 denote
the respective collarings of Mi and M2. Consider the flow on the collars Mt —M¿,
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Figure 6.1

Figure 6.2

Figure 6.3
i — 1,2, as defined previously.
cylinder

Since Mi and M2 are disjoint, glue the solid

C so that one of the ends homeomorphic

to D2 is glued on 3Mi

and the

other on ¿?M2. The basic block will be X = (M2 - M2) U C U (Mj -Mi).

The

two boundary components of X where the flow enters will be 2-manifolds of genus
p and q (dMi and dM2 respectively).
The boundary component of X where the
flow exits is a 2-manifold of genus p + q namely c?(Mi UCuM2).
One should round
off the corners of Mi UCU M2 to obtain a smooth manifold. See Figure 6.2.

To construct the basic block satisfying the requirements in case (b) consider a
handlebody M of genus p + 1 and its collaring M. Consider a flow on M — M as
defined previously. Let a be a nonseparating curve on dM and A be an annulus on
<9M containing a. Glue onto A the boundary component of the cylinder C where

the flow exits. The basic block will be X = (M - M) U C. The flow will enter X
through a 2-manifold of genus p namely d(M.UC) and will exit through a 2-manifold
of genus p + 1 which is dM. In order to construct the two possible types of basic
blocks for singularities of index 1 reverse the flow on the basic blocks constructed
above. See Figure 6.3.
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7. Constructing
basic blocks for periodic orbits If v is a vertex of an abstract Lyapunov graph L labelled with an index zero periodic orbit (i.e., attracting
periodic orbit) then condition 1 of the theorem asserts that there is exactly one
incoming edge on v. The Poincaré-Hopf condition implies that the weight on this
edge is equal to one. Our choice of basic block X must have one boundary component of genus equal to one. The obvious choice for X is a solid torus D2 x S1
containing an attracting periodic orbit with the flow pointing inwardly transverse
to dX. A basic block for an index 2 periodic orbit (i.e., repelling periodic orbit)
can be obtained by reversing the flow on the basic block defined above.
Let the vertex v of the Lyapunov graph be labelled with an index 1 (i.e., saddle
type periodic orbit). By condition 2 of the theorem there are four possibilities for

the degrees of v:
(a) e+ =e~

= 2,

(b) e+ = e~ = 1,
(c) e+ — 1 and e~ = 2,
(d) e+ = 2 and e" = 1.
The Poincaré-Hopf condition implies in cases (a) and (b) that the sum of the
weights on the incoming edges must equal the sum of the weights on the outgoing
edges. In case (c) it implies that the weight on the incoming edge is one less than
the sum of the weights on the outgoing edges. Case (d) is entirely symmetric to
case (c).
In order to realize these basic blocks we will make use of the round handles

defined in 2.8.
In case (a) the basic block must have two boundary components of genus r
and s. Also it must have two exiting boundary components of genus p and q,
where r + s — p + q. Use a connecting invariant round handle R on two collared
handlebodies M2 and Mi of genus p and q respectively. Attach the handle so that
the flow enters on two handlebodies of genus r and s. The basic block is defined as

X = (M2 - M2)U RU (Mi - Mi).
In case (b) the basic block must have one entering and one exiting boundary
component. By the Poincaré-Hopf formula, both should have the same genus p. In
this case it suffices to attach an invariant round handle R to a collared handlebody
M of genus p.
In case (c) the basic block must have one entering and two exiting boundary
components.
The two exiting boundary components have genus p and q. By the
Poincaré-Hopf formula the entering boundary component should have genus p +
q — 1. To realize this basic block, attach a decreasing round handle R to two
collared handlebodies Mi and M2 of genus p and q. The basic block is defined as

X = (M2 - M2) U R U (Mi - Mi).
8. Constructing
basic blocks for suspensions
of subshifts of finite type
o~(A). By Bowen's theorem a vertex in L representing a one-dimensional basic set
which is not a periodic orbit can be labelled with the suspension of the subshift of
finite type a (A). For simplicity we label the vertex v with the matrix A that represents the subshift. Let e+ and e~ be the indegree and outdegree of v, respectively,
which satisfies condition 2 of Theorem 3.1. Let {gf} and {g~} be the weights on
the incoming and outgoing edges of v, respectively, satisfying the Poincaré-Hopf
condition.
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Our aim is to construct a basic block for the suspension of cr(A). Alternatively,
we can construct a basic block for the suspension of cr(N) where N is a matrix that
is flow equivalent to A. By definition, this implies that the suspensions of a (A) and
a(N) are topologically equivalent. An essential proposition at this point is due to

Franks [8].
PROPOSITION
not a permutation
is flow equivalent
entries even. The

8.1. If A is a nonnegative irreducible integer matrix which is
matrix then given an integer M > 0 there is a matrix N which
to A and which has every entry greater than M and nondiagonal
size of N depends only on A and not on M.

By this proposition,

the matrix

Amxm is flow equivalent

to some matrix

Nnxn

which has all nondiagonal entries even. Furthermore, dimker((J —Ñ): F2 —►
F2) —
dimker((7 - Äy.F™ —►
F™) = k since this is an invariant of flow equivalence [4],
where N denotes the mod 2 reduction of N.
The construction of the basic block will break up into two parts, A and B. In
part A we will prove Proposition 8.2 which constructs a basic block for a vertex
v' labelled with the matrix N. The vertex v' will have the same indegree and
outdegree as the vertex v. The weights on the incoming and outgoing edges of v'
will be the same as those on v. We remark that this proposition will construct
geometrically the basic block sought for v. In other words the basic block will have
the desired number of entering and exiting boundary components (e+ and e~~) with
the appropriate genera that corresponds to the given weights. The only drawback
is that the dynamics in the basic block is that of the suspension of o(N) and not
of cr(N). In part B we will overcome this problem by isotoping one-handles (see
Definition 8.6) of the round handles within flow boxes of small diameter, so that
the basic block will then represent the dynamics of the suspension of a(N).
A. Construction of a basic block for the suspension ofo(N).

PROPOSITION 8.2.

Let v be a vertex of L labelled with the suspension of a

subshift of finite type (t(N), where Nnxn is a matrix with k ones on the diagonal
and all other entries zero. Let e+ and e~ be the indegree and outdegree of v and
{glf} and {g~} be the weights on the incoming and outgoing edges of v respectively.

Then there exists a basic block X for the suspension ofo(N) with e+ (e~) entering
(exiting) boundary components each being a 2-manifold of genus g^j~(g~).
Since the dynamics of the suspension of o(N) is fairly simple, namely, it consists
of a basic set with k periodic orbits, the difficulty at this point is to be able to
realize geometrically a set which has the appropriate entering and exiting boundary components specified by the graph. The idea used here will be similar to the
construction of basic blocks for saddle type periodic orbits. We will glue k round
handles onto collared handlebodies and the basic block X will consist of the collarings together with the round handles.

DEFINITION 8.3.

A pair of handlebodies (Mi,Mj)

is distinct from a pair

(Mt,Mk)if{i,j}yi{l,k}.
To prove Proposition
LEMMA 8.4.
j = l,...,e+,

8.2 we will use the following lemma:

Let e+ and e~ be positive integers such that e~ > e+. Let {g^},

and {<?"}, i = I,...

,e~,

be collections

of nonnegative

integers

(not
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all simultaneously zero) such that e —e+=Yl9i

~~J29Î-

Considere

disjoint col-

lared handlebodies M¿ embedded in S3 each of genus g~. Let V = (S3 —U¿=i M,).
Then there are e~ —1 round handles that disconnect

V into e+ disjoint handlebodies

of genera g^~.
By reversing the roles of e+ and e~ and reversing the flow on the round handles,
the above lemma takes care of the case of e+ > e~.
Lemma 8.4 is a geometric procedure for gluing e~~—1 round handles (connecting
invariant and connecting decreasing round handles) to e~ collared handlebodies. If
we consider the collars and the round handles with the flow defined as before, we
obtain a basic block with e+ + e~ boundary components with the appropriate genera. At this point this basic block does not realize o(N). It realizes the suspension
of a subshift of finite type given by the (e~ — 1) x (e~ — 1) identity matrix.
We will postpone the proof of Lemma 8.4 and proceed with the proof of Propo-

sition 8.2.
PROOF (PROPOSITION 8.2).

To realize the suspension of o(Ñ) we will proceed

as in Lemma 8.4 i.e., e~ —1 connecting round handles will be glued onto e~ collared
handlebodies M% of genera g~. At this point, Lemma 8.4 has constructed a basic
block X' for a basic set which consists of e~ — 1 periodic orbits. To account for
the k periodic orbits, k — (e~~ — 1) invariant round handles must be glued onto
X'. These k periodic orbits will correspond to the k ones on the diagonal of N.
Also, n — k nflpotent handles must be glued onto X'. Recall that these handles
are homeomorphic to D1 x D1 x D1 and contain no chain recurrent points. These
handles will account for the n — k diagonal zeroes of N. Denote this modified
X' by X. Note that e+,e~,{g^}
and {g~} have remained the same for X i.e.,
adding invariant handles and nilpotent handles to X' does not alter the number of
boundary components of X' or their genera.
Q.E.D.
PROOF (LEMMA 8.4). The scheme will be to use e+ — 1 connecting invariant
round handles Rj and e~ — e+ connecting decreasing handles Dk such that:
(1) the £>fc's connect distinct pairs of M¿'s forming a new collection of e+ han-

dlebodies {Nj};
(2) the Rj's connect distinct pairs of Nj's;
(3) the d(\J(Nj U Rj)) consists of e+ components,

each a surface of genus gf,

j = l,...,e+.
Let us reorder the sets {■?"*"}
and {g{ } to be in decreasing order. We will first
consider the case where e+ and e~ are equal. The method used will be multiple
induction

on the number L = e~ of collared handlebodies

and the sum G = ¿~2QÎ

of the genera of the M¿ for i — 1,... ,L.
For L = 1 and G = 1 the lemma is trivially satisfied. Also if we assume L — 1
with genus G to be true it is equally easy to see that L = 1 with genus G + 1 is
true.
Next as our inductive hypothesis we will assume the case where there are L
collared handlebodies with the sum of their genera being G to be true. We wish to
prove that the case where there are L + 1 collared handlebodies with the sum of
their genera being G is true.
Given <?i"> g2 > ■•• > g¿~+i and gT > g2 > ■■■ > ff¿+1 choose L collared
handlebodies each of genus g~ for i = 1,..., L.
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PROOF. By hypothesisgï+1 + ■■■+ g¿ = fff + ■••+ gl + g~[+1-gf-

gf. So

it suffices to prove that

(1)

9Ï+i<9Î+9Î-

Suppose that (1) is not true. Since the collection {</*} is in decreasing order and

(/"i"> 0 this would imply that

(2)

gf <9l+iVi = 2,...,L + l.

Inequality (2) implies that g± + ■■■+ g\ + gt+i < 9i + ' "' + 9l + 9l+i which
contradicts the hypothesis that guarantees equality. Q.E.D. (Claim 1)
By Claim 1 there exists a positive integer g* > 0 such that

9l+i + ' ■■+ 9t + 9* = 9Ï + ■' ■+ 9lWe know that g¿~+i-i-1-93+9*

= 9Ï+-^9l-

Given L collared handlebodies

M¿ of genus g~, i = 1,..., L, by our induction hypothesis we can glue L — 1 round
handles Rj onto <9M¿ so that <9((|JM¿) U (\JRj)) consists of L components, each
component being a surface of genus g* or g£ for k = 3,..., L + 1. Each of these
surfaces bounds a handlebody of genus g£ and one of genus g*. Note that these
handlebodies are disjoint and do not intersect with Mj, i = 1,... ,L, although their
boundaries intersect with the boundaries of the collared handlebodies Mt.
At this point we wish to introduce the collared handlebody M¿+i of genus f/¿+1
into our construction. We also wish to change the genus g* of M*, to g^ and g2. In
order to do this we must embed Mi,+i in the interior of M* to enable us to glue a
connecting invariant round handle Rl from 3Ml+i to the annulus A c <9M¿n3M*

for some i = l,...,L.

Recall that g* + g^+i — ¡?i"+ S2"• This implies that the

connecting invariant round handle Rj, can be glued onto r}M¿+i and dM* so that
the 3(M¿+i U Rl U M*) consists of two components, each a surface of genus g±

and g%.
In the case where e~ > e+ the problem is reduced to the previous case in the
following way. We will first glue e~ —e+ decreasing connecting round handles DkS
onto distinct pairs of 3M,'s where i = 1,.. .,L + 1 forming a new collection of
e+ handlebodies Nj, j = l,...,e+.
The sum of the genera of the TVy'swill be
¿^,g~ — (e" — e+) which is equal to $^ff/- S° we are in the previous case where
e+ = e~. Therefore we can glue e+ —1 connecting invariant round handles Rs onto
the dNj's so that the d((\jNj)
U (\JRS)) consists of e+ components, each being a

surface of genus g~f,j = 1,..., e+.

Q.E.D.

Before we proceed in the construction of the basic block for a(N) let us describe
a procedure to label the round handles.
Proposition 8.2 has given us a procedure for constructing a basic block for a
suspension of a subshift of finite type. Recall that we attach k round handles
to e~ collared handlebodies M¿, i = 1,... ,e~. We can assume the handlebodies
to be in a linear order. For simplicity we will assume that the decreasing round
handles in Lemma 8.4 connect distinct consecutive pairs of Mj's. The linear order
of the handlebodies M¿ and the fact that a connecting decreasing round handle or a
connecting invariant round handle are always attached to two distinct handlebodies
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Figure 8.1
enables us to distinguish their left-hand end and right-hand end. If a connecting
decreasing handle or a connecting invariant handle is glued onto dMs and dMt and
s < t then the left-hand end will be the end glued onto dMs and the right-hand end
to dMt. Since an invariant handle has both its ends glued onto the same collared
handlebody the left-hand end can be chosen arbitrarily.
DEFINITION 8.5. Let Ri be a connecting invariant round handle that has its
left-hand end glued onto <9MS and its right-hand end glued onto dMt.
A round
handle Rj is locked in R¿ if its left-hand end is glued onto dMu,u > s, and its
right-hand end is glued onto dMV:v < t.

In Figure 8.1, A3,A4 and R$ are locked in R2. In Figure 8.2 R2,...,Rr
locked in Ri. Also R4,R5,R3 and Re are locked in R2.
Yet us describe a systematic way to order the round handles Rs, s = 1,...,

are

k. If
there are no locked handles one will label them in linear order from left to right.
If there are locked handles one will use the following scheme to order the round
handles. We will label from left to right in increasing order until a round handle
Ri which possesses s locked handles is reached. Then we label the locked handles

in Ri from left to right with Ri+i,Ri+2,...,
i2¿+s. The handle which has its lefthand end on the same handlebody as the right-hand end of Ri will be labelled with
Ri+s+i.
If there is more than one handle with this property they will be locked
in a connecting invariant round handle which we will label with R¿+s+i. We will
continue to label the round handles in linear order from left to right until another
round handle which possesses locked handles is reached. See Figure 8.1.
Note that there can be a connecting invariant round handle R4 which possesses
a connecting invariant round handle Rj as one of its locked handles, and Rj in
turn possesses other locked handles. In this case one applies the labelling scheme
recursively. See Figure 8.2.
Let us remark that e~~ handlebodies must be connected by e~ — 1 connecting
round handles to form one connected component. This implies that a connecting
invariant round handle Ri which possesses s locked handles Ri+i, ■■■, Ri+s has the
following property: if the left-hand ends of Ri and of Ri+i are on dMt and the
right-hand ends of Ri and of Ri+S are on dMr then there exists at least one w,
1 < w < s, such that the right-hand end of Rw and the left-hand end of Rw+i are
on distinct components of 3M. If such a locked round handle Rw did not exist we
would be using a connecting round handle on a connected component. This would
imply that e~ handlebodies could not be connected by e~~ — 1 connecting round
handles. The resulting construction would contradict Lemma 8.4 since the round
handles would not disconnect V into handlebodies.
B. Realizing the suspension of a(N).
Let Nnxn be as in Proposition
8.1. By
Proposition 8.2 we are able to construct a basic block X for the suspension of o(N),
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Figure

8.3

where TVis the mod 2 reduction of TV. Our goal is to construct a basic block for
the suspension of o(N) or for the suspension of o(E) where TV and E are flow
equivalent. In order to achieve this, we wish to maintain the basic block X while

modifying the flow within it.
Let us define one-handles, Hi of round handles and nilpotent handles.
DEFINITION 8.6. A one-handle Hi is homeomorphic to a strip D1 X D1 and
is transversal to the flow. A one-handle Hs in a round handle Rs will be chosen
so that Hs x Sl = Rs.

A one-handle

Ht in a nilpotent

handle

TVt will be chosen

SQ that Ht x D1 — Nt and <p-v(Ht) C dMj for some n > 0 and some j > 0. See
Figure 8.3.
Note that n > 0 exists since TV4is embedded in the collar of dMj for some j > 0.
We will assume that the one-handles Hs, s = 1,..., k, are one-handles in round
handles Rs and that Ht, t = k + l, ■■■,n, are one-handles

in a nilpotent

handle TV(.

Let x be a point of D1 x p c Hi where pE D1. The interval D1 xp will be denoted
W^(x). Similarly if x is a point of q x D1 the interval q x D1 will be denoted by

Wf(x).
The reason we introduce one-handles is that if Hi intersects r(Hj) m times then
the ijth entry of TV increases by m, where r(x) = 4>i(x) is the first return map
for the one-handle of the round handles. Actually it is sufficient that the stable
manifold Wf(x) intersect the unstable manifold r(W]u(y)), Vx E Hi and y E H3.
This is precisely

what we want to do, increase

the entries of TV to obtain

TV.
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Figure 8.4
Unfortunately we do not obtain TVbut a matrix E which is flow equivalent to it.
For our purpose this is sufficient since the suspension flow for rr(TV) is topologically
equivalent to the suspension flow for cr(E).
The spirit of the proof from here on will be to push unstable manifolds through
stable manifolds to increase the entries of TV. This pushing will be done within flow

boxes defined in X.
The proof at this point will break up into the following steps:
(1) Construction of n disjoint flow boxes contained in X.
(2) Homotopies will be performed within the flow boxes and the basic block will
then realize the suspension of o(E) where E and TVare flow equivalent.
(1) Construction of the flow boxes. Let us now focus our attention in the construction of the flow box Fj. We will then be concerned in showing that the
collection {Fj}f=1 of flow boxes can be constructed disjointly.
We must define a flow box F = {<bt(x): x E D and 0 < t < T} with the property
that it goes through all the round handles and nilpotent handles. We will make the
meaning of "goes through" very precise as we proceed with the construction.
DEFINITION 8.7. Let Ei be the two disjoint components of the round handle
Ri which are homeomorphic to Ri and have the property that (¡>i(Ei) C\Ri = 0. We

will call Ei the set of ends of Ri. See 8.4.
The flow box Fj will be defined in the following region:
Tc

(

k

I

73=1

y = [J{(Rs-<Pi(Rs))u(Es)}u\c73=1

where {Rs}g=1 is the collection

of round handles,

~\

U<MÄs)i
J

Es is the set of ends of Rs and

e~

C=\J[Mi-d>1(Mi)].
i=i
See Figure 8.5.
In order to construct the flow box F we must define a disk D. To do so we
must define subsets of D homeomorphic to D which we will refer to as strips ht
and h*. Yet hi and h* be strips in Hi C A, where Rt is a round handle that
does not contain the saddle point. These strips extend all the way across Hi.
Furthermore
hi does not intersect the unstable manifold of the saddle point and
hi n (pi(Hl) = 0. The strip h* intersects the unstable manifold of the saddle point

so that h*C\(<pi(Hi)-Ei)

= 0 and h*r\(<j>i(Hi)C\Ei) ¿ 0 as shown in Figure 8.6.
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Figure 8.6
Our goal is to construct a codimension one disk which goes through all the
one-handles of round handles and nilpotent handles. Proposition 8.9 will prove
the existence of such a disk which will later be used to define the flow boxes Fj,
j = 1,..., n. Recall that in defining a round handle R we defined two annuli A
and B which were glued onto dMs and dMt respectively for some s, t > 0. We
will define an inner annulus C in A to be an annulus contained in A and concentric

with it. Similarly for B.
DEFINITION 8.8. Let Mi,...,Ms

be collared handlebodies joined by a set of

round handles R. Let D be a codimension one disk defined in R U Ui=i dMs. We
say that the disk D has ends on dMi and dMs if there exists two disjoint subsets ei
and e2 of D defined as follows: ei is the component of DC] dMi which disconnects
the disk in precisely two components.
Similarly e2 is the component of D D dMs
which disconnects the disk in precisely two components.

PROPOSITION 8.9 (Construction of the disk). Given e~ collared handlebodies
with k round handles Ri glued onto their boundaries

as in Proposition

8.2 define

the following region W:
k

W=\J [(Hi - a>i(Hi))U (Ei n Hi)] U [dM - Z]
i=l

where Hi are the one-handles

of the round handles Ri, Ei are the ends of the round

handles, <9M = (Ji_i dMj and Z = \Ji=1 Ci where Cj and Cj+k are the inner
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annuli of the annuli A3 and Bj of the round handle Rj.

There exists a disk D ~

Dl x D1 inW which has the following properties:

(a) h* cDVi=l,...,k;
(b) D n Hi = h* U hi if Ri is lockedor D D Hi = h* otherwise,V¿= 1,..., k;
(c) D has ends on dMi and dMe-.
PROOF. We will use induction on the number of round handles. Let us start by
showing that for one round handle R the disk D exists. Let R be a connecting round

handle. We will glue the left-hand of h* onto a strip Si on (3Mi - Ci) U (HiCiEi)
and its right-hand end will be glued onto a strip S2 on (<9M2 —C2) U (Hi (1 Ei).
See Figure 8.7.
If R is an invariant handle we will glue the left hand of h* onto a strip Si and its
right-hand end will be glued onto a strip S2 both defined on (dMi — (Ci U C2)) U

(Hin Ei).
Assume

properties

that

for TV round

handles

the disk D can be constructed

(a), (b) and (c). Let us show that we can construct

satisfying

it for TV+ 1 round

handles.
Let Ri,..., Rn+i be the round handles. Remove Ri from the basic block X.
There are two cases to consider:
(1) Ri is a connecting round handle (decreasing or invariant);
(2) Ri is an invariant round handle.
In case (1) removing Ri implies that X will now have two components. One component will consist of t collared handlebodies Mj,...,
Mt connected by round handles.
This component possesses altogether r round handles. The other component will
consist of Mi+i,...,
Ms and possesses TV— r round handles where 1 < t < e~. If
í = 1, then Ri is either an invariant connecting round handle or a decreasing round
handle. If 1 < t < e~, Ri is an invariant connecting round handle which possesses
locked handles. Let us treat the latter case first. By our induction hypothesis there
exists a disk £>i defined on
r

W1= \J [(Ht - cbi(Hi))U (Ei n Hi)] U
i= 1

\}dM3
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Also DiC\Hi = h* since the handles are not locked once we have removed Ri and
Di has one of its ends on <9Mi and the other on dMt. Similarly, by our induction
hypothesis there exists a disk D2 defined on
N+l

W2= IJ [(Hi- cbi(Hi))U(Ei n Hi)]U
i=r+l

\ (

e~

\

\j=t+l

J

[J dMA-Z

.

The disk D2 has one of its ends of 5Mt+i and the other on dMe-.
Consider the end of Dx which is on 3Mt. We will push this end through all
handles Hj C U¿=2 ^» which has the property that Rj is not locked in some
Rk, k — 2,..., r, until it reaches 9Mj. In other words, define a new disk D* which
has the property that Di C D\, both ends of D\ are on <9Mi and D* contains all

hi, i = 2,...,r.
In order to define D we will glue the left-hand end of h* to one of the ends of DI

which is on ¿>Mi. The right-hand end of h* will be glued onto the end of D2 which
is on <9Mt+i. D is a disk that satisfies properties a, b and c. If í = 1 we will define
D by connecting the right-hand end of h\ to the end of D2 which is on <9M2. Also

the left-hand end of h\ will be glued onto a strip that is on (3Mi -Ci)U(.ííinF'i).
In case (2) where Ri is an invariant round handle, the basic block X is not disconnected into two disjoint

components

by removing

Ri. By the induction

hypothesis

there exists a disk Di defined on
N+l

Wi = IJ [(Hi- a>i(Hi))U (Ei n HA]U [dM - Z].
i=1

In order to define D, one of the ends of h\ will be glued onto the end of £>i
which is on dMi and the other end of h* will be glued to a strip that is on

(0Mi-Ci)u(J/in£i).

Q.E.D.

Now we will construct n disjoint flow boxes that go through all the round and

nilpotent handles.
Let S* be the part of D which intersects dMe-.
We can place the nilpotent
handles in the collar of Me- so that S* has the property that S* n ^-nH3 / 0

Vj ■=k + 1,... ,n. See Figure 8.8.
Let 5* n (p-r,Hj = S*. See Figure 8.9. Modify S* toSf* V j = k + 1,...,«

as

in Figure 8.10. The reason for this is that we want stable and unstable manifolds

of each handle foliating the disk.
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Figure 8.9

Wjlx)

Figure 8.10
For simplicity of notation let us continue to denote the modified disk by D.
Note that the disk D goes through all round and nilpotent handles. Foliate the
disk D with n disjoint smaller disks Dj which do not intersect and have the same
properties as D.
Now we can define the flow boxes F3 = {(bt(x):x E Dj and 0 < t < n}. The flow
boxes are also disjoint by construction.
(2) Realizing the suspension ofo(E) (where E and TV are flow equivalent). Recall
that by Proposition 8.2 we were able to realize the suspension of rr(TV) in a basic
block X that had the correct number of boundary components with the appropriate
genera prescribed by the graph L. We have constructed n disjoint flow boxes F3
defined in this basic block. We now wish to modify the flow so that the dynamics
in the basic block is topologically equivalent to the dynamics with which the vertex

v is labelled. In order to do this we will modify the flow within the flow boxes so
that we realize either the suspension of o(N) or the suspension of cr(E) where TV
and E are flow equivalent.

PROPOSITION 8.10.

Let L be an abstract Lyapunov graph satisfying the condi-

tions of Theorem 3.1 and v a vertex of L labelled with the suspension of o(N) where
TV was defined in Proposition 8.1. There exists a basic block X which realizes the
suspension of the subshift of finite type cr(E), where E and TV are flow equivalent.

PROOF. Let X be the basic block constructed in Proposition 8.2 for ct(TV)where
TVis the mod 2 reduction of TV. Let {Fj} be the collection of n disjoint flow boxes
we constructed previously.
The first step is to realize the suspension of o(C) where Cnxn is a matrix that
has every entry e¿¿ = ñ%j + 2mJ;, where m^ E Z+. We will do this by performing
a homotopy in Fj that will push the unstable manifold of Hj, 4>i(WJu(x)) through
the stable manifolds of all the one-handles W?(y) transversally.
This will increase
all ñij entries for j fixed and i = 1,..., n by an even number. In this process it will
push transversally other unstable manifolds <¡>i(Wg(z)) through stable manifolds
of some of the one-handles. This will increase by an even number the nrs entries
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Figure 8.12
for some s > 0 and for some r > 0. After these homotopies have been performed
within the flow boxes, the basic block X realizes the suspension of a subshift of
finite type a(C). The matrix Cnxn has entry ci3 = nl3 + 2m¿j where m^ 6 Z+.
This means that Cij > 2 ~ii,j.
Let us explain this homotopy in more detail. We perform a homotopy on h*.
The homotopy will be the identity on a neighborhood of Dj. The bending of hj and
h* should occur outside the one-handles in order to guarantee transversality. At the
end of the homotopy we also want that the set of one-handles be hyperbolic with
respect to the first return map 0i. In other words if (pi(WJu(x)) C\W^(y) ^ 0 then

fa(W?{x)) D Wtu(y) and similarly if <t>i(Wf(x))n W?(y) ¿ 0 then 4>i(Wf(x)) C
Wf{y)VxeHj and y E Hz.
Depending

on the type of the round handle

Rj there are two possibilities

for

HjClDj-.
(a) Hj D Dj = hj U h* or
(b) H3r\D3 = h*. See Figure 8.11.
Whenever H3 n D3 = h* the homotopy will be as shown. See Figure 8.12. If
Hj H Dj = h* U hj the homotopy will be as in Figure 8.13.
Note that after the homotopy h* intersects all round and nilpotent handles. This
means that after the homotopy the unstable manifold of Hj, cpi(W]u(x)) intersected
all stable manifolds of the one-handles Wf (y) transversally.

The homotopy performed on hj of a one-handle in a nilpotent handle TV, is the
same as in Figure 8.12.
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Figure

8.14

At this point we would like to gain control over each entry of the matrix C, that
is increase each ij entry by an even number without altering the other entries. This
can be done by performing a wiggle operation in Fj.
Before we define a wiggle operation, let us assume for simplicity that the homotopy realized in Fj is complete after time n/2. So for the remaining time n/2 the
homotopy realized in F3 will equal the identity. We will define the ¿j-wiggle operation to be a homotopy performed in Fj that will push off a loop from d>_r¡/2(h*)
so that it goes once, only through the round handle Ri. This ij -wiggle operation
will increase the ij entry of the matrix exactly by 2. See Figure 8.14.
Another y-wiggle operation can be performed by pushing the loop back through

Ri again. See Figure 8.15.
Therefore, we can increase the Cij entries of C by performing wiggle operations
to form a new matrix D where dij > nl3. Let M = max{di;7}. Recall that we were
trying to realize TV. Using Proposition 8.1 once again we obtain that Amxm is flow
equivalent to a matrix Enxn such that E has all nondiagonal entries even and all
entries > M. So, it suffies to realize the suspension of a(E). By performing a few
more wiggle operations (namely \(el3 - dl3) in hi C Fj) we realize the suspension

of <j(E).

Q.E.D.
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Figure 8.15

9. Gluing the basic blocks to obtain a Smale flow on S"3. So far we have
shown that we can realize singularities, periodic orbits and suspensions of subshifts
of finite type in basic blocks embedded in S3. These basic blocks are submanifolds

of S3 with boundary.
The final step in proving the main theorem is to glue all the basic blocks we have
constructed according to the prescription
obtain a Smale flow on S3.

on the abstract

Lyapunov graph L and

Let Xv and Xw be basic blocks corresponding to the vertices v and w respectively.
If there is an edge going from vertex v to vertex w with weight g, we will want to
glue a component C~ of dX~ that has genus equal to g to a component C+ of dX+
that also has genus equal to g. Since C~ and C+ are unknotted surfaces of genus
g, they bound in S3 unknotted handlebodies on both sides. Let Mv (resp. Mw) be
the component of the complement of C- (resp. C?+) in S3 which contains Xv (resp.
Xw). It is helpful to think of these basic blocks as being in different three-spheres.
We will glue Mv to Mw attaching C~ to C+ in order to obtain S3. If g' denotes

the attaching map, by Theorem 3.10 in [8] it can be isotoped to g so that the flow
on X = Xv Ug Xw satisfies the strong transversality
condition.
By gluing My to Mw we have formed S3 and each boundary component of X is
an unknotted surface in S3. Choose an edge emanating from the vertex v or w to
a new vertex z. Repeat the procedure for X and Xz producing a new submanifold
of S3 with its boundary components being unknotted surfaces.
When a source (or sink) vertex y is reached there are two possibilities for Xy:
(1) Xy = B3 the three ball with an index 3 singularity (or an index 0 singularity).
(2) Xy = S1 x D2, solid torus if y is labelled with a repelling (or an attracting)
periodic orbit. We can continue this procedure adding a vertex each time and at
each step obtaining a new X c S3. When all basic blocks Xt have been attached
for all vertices i then one obtains the three-sphere.
From the Lyapunov function on each Xv we can construct a smooth Lyapunov
function on S3 whose corresponding Lyapunov graph L' is topologically equivalent
to the abstract

Lyapunov

graph L with which we started

our construction.
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10. Concluding
remarks.
To see that a Lyapunov graph of a Smale flow on
a homology sphere must satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.1 note that homology
spheres have the same homology as the three-sphere. Recall that in the proof of
the necessity of these conditions for the three-sphere we only used homology.
It is also interesting to note that one can construct many examples of Smale
flows on any closed orientable 3-manifold M. Suppose M has a Heegard diagram
of genus g. Then any abstract Lyapunov graph which is realizable on S3 and has
at least one edge with weight equal to g is realizable on M. Let e be an edge with
weight g that connects vertex v to vertex w. Let Mv be the handlebody of genus
g which contains the basic set Xv with which the vertex v is labelled. Similarly let
Mw be the handlebody of genus g containing the basic block Xw. To obtain M one
must identify the boundary of each handlebody following the Heegard instructions.
The resulting flow is smooth since on the collar of each handlebody, the vector field
tangent to the flow corresponds to gy.
An interesting problem would be to determine necessary and sufficient conditions
on the Lyapunov graph associated to a Smale flow on 3-manifolds.
Also the same problem for higher-dimensional manifolds is still open.
The question of considering a more general class of flows, for example hyperbolic
flows (Axiom A and strong transversality), involves understanding higher dimensional basic sets which at the present moment is at an early stage of development.
Studies in this area have been developed by Christy [5].
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